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Press Release Summary: Cnc-shopping.co.uk, International leader for 
the supply of CNC spares parts on-line, remains the biggest provider 
of the major brands available on the CNC Spares parts market, such 
as FUJI ELECTRIC, FANUC, TOSHIBA and much more… 

We offer you an important stock of first hand parts, brand new at a 
very low price. Our products are systematically tested by our 
technicians, and in order to certify you its good quality, a warranty is 
also provided. 

 

Press Release Body: CNC-Shopping - FUJI ELECTRIC Transistors, Fanuc 
Transistors. 

Cnc-shopping.co.uk, International leader for the supply of CNC spares 
parts on-line, remains the biggest provider of the major brands available on 
the CNC Spares parts market, such as FUJI ELECTRIC, FANUC, 



TOSHIBA and much more… We offer you an important stock of first hand 
parts, brand new at a very low price. Our products are systematically tested 
by our technicians, and in order to certify you its good quality, a warranty is 
also provided. 

Cnc-shopping acquired a reputation in the industrial sector thanks to its 
qualified technicians and its individualized follow up adapted to each client. 
Furthermore, we are aware that the replacement of parts must be done at 
short notice, and that is why we guarantee you an immediate availability of 
our team to answer your demand, with the possibility to choose an EXPRESS 
Method within 24 hours or an Economic deliverycharge at competitive 
prices. 

We own a massive stock of specific parts, like Transistor modules, power 
block, FUJI power blocks, FUJI ELECTRIC modules, FUJI electric 
power transistors, FANUC transistors… used mostly in the Industry and 
Electronic Engineering sectors, which are essential to the use of FANUC Servo 
drives, FANUC Spindle drives, FUJI Servo drives, Drives unit. Their 
functioning is necessary to the efficiency of your production, then we know 
that their availability is crucial, for that reason, we are one of the few to 
indicate you the STOCK AVAILABILITY in real time. 

The types products IGBT, FANUC A50L, EVK, ETK, ETG, 1DI, 2DI, 6DI, 
2MBP, 6MBP, 7MBP and more clearly the references : A50L-0001-0096 / 
EVK71 050, A50L-0001-0109 / EVL32-060, A50L-0001-0125 / 6DI50A-
060, A50L-0001-0175 / 6DI120C-060, A50L-0001-0178 / 6DI85A-
060, A50L-0001-0274 / 7MBP150RA060-01, A50L-0001-0291 / 
6MBP100RD060, A50L-0001-0209 /6DI150A-060, have allowed Cnc-
shopping to be the only supplier to propose you a solution for any kind of 
malfunction on a transistor. 

Cnc-shopping, knew how to keep its rank in the global industry, and your 
confidence helped us to gain experience and develop, to be able to answer 
your wants and prove you day after day, that by choosing Cnc-shopping, you 
have made the right choice. 

To discover the offers regarding the FUJI ELECTRIC transistors, visit our 
web-sitewww.cnc-shopping.co.uk. 

Web Site: http://www.cnc-shopping.co.uk 
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